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Abstract
Spreading uncivil negative campaign messages is a “high-risk, high reward” campaign strategy since certain voters are more likely to be swayed by negative messaging whereas other voters are more inclined to feel sympathy with the attacked. Due to its risks, campaigns may attempt to outsource their uncivil ads to outside groups thus distancing themselves from the negativity and potentially avoiding any backlash. But at a time when advertising platforms boast of their ability to deliver ads to highly targeted audiences, uncivil negative ads could also be optimized to narrowly target citizens to which they are more likely to appeal. To study whether such optimizations are occurring, we retrieve all online advertisements that were placed on Facebook platforms (incl. Instagram) in the seven months prior to the US 2020 election. We perform multilevel ordinal regressions and find that ads from official political campaigns are more likely to be toxic when targeted
at a narrower audience, whereas “dark money” outside groups (like super PACs and non-profits) are more likely to target broad audiences with their toxicity. In addition, we find that ads from outside groups are more likely to be toxic. We discuss the findings in light of this evidence and reflect upon future research regarding microtargeting negative messages on online platforms such as Facebook and Instagram.
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Spreading uncivil negative campaign messages is a “high-risk, high reward” campaign strategy since certain voters are more likely to be swayed by negative messaging whereas other voters are more inclined to feel sympathy with the attacked. Due to its risks, campaigns may attempt to outsource their uncivil ads to outside groups thus distancing themselves from the negativity and potentially avoiding any backlash. But at a time when advertising platforms boast of their ability to deliver ads to highly targeted audiences, uncivil negative ads could also be optimized to narrowly target citizens to which they are more likely to appeal. To study whether such optimizations are occurring, we retrieve all online advertisements that were placed on Facebook platforms (incl. Instagram) in the seven months prior to the US 2020 election. We perform multilevel ordinal regressions and find that ads from official political campaigns are more likely to be toxic when targeted at a narrower audience, whereas “dark money” outside groups (like super PACs and non-profits) are more likely to target broad audiences with their toxicity. In addition, we find that ads from outside groups are more likely to be toxic. We discuss the findings in light of this evidence and reflect upon future research regarding microtargeting negative messages on online platforms such as Facebook and Instagram.

Introduction

The 2020 US presidential election has seen the importance of data-driven digital campaigns skyrocket. Fueled by a pandemic that forced campaign activities away from personal interactions and towards the digital sphere, spending on Facebook advertisements by the Trump and Biden campaign in 2020 each individually outclassed what the Trump and Clinton campaign had spend on Facebook ads in 2016 combined (Baum, 2020; Wagner, 2017).
This extreme increase in resources spent on data-driven digital campaigns raises important questions about the practice of political microtargeting, which allows tailored political messages to be delivered to specific audiences.

In particular, two events have sparked increasing concern regarding political microtargeting: 1.) the 2018 Cambridge Analytica scandal in which the company produced ads that reportedly sought to manipulate people's voting intentions by targeting psychological profiles (Confessore, 2018); and 2.), the activities of the Russia-based Internet Research Agency (IRA) that placed targeted Facebook ads that were meant to elicit anger and fear to influence the US 2016 election (Vargo & Hopp, 2020).

Sobieraj and Berry, 2011 argue that political incivility “thrives in a narrowcasting environment” because actors in such an environment are able to “reach out to smaller and more homogeneous audiences and can afford to offend” because they don’t have to fear backlash from individuals that find incivility objectionable. In their work, Sobieraj and Berry, 2011 were talking about the fragmented hyper-partisan U.S. media landscape in particular but the implications are even stronger for political microtargeting: using the detailed ad targeting capabilities of social media platforms like Facebook it is possible for advertisers to deliver negative messages to the “right voter” by reducing the risk of exposing individuals to ads that they find objectionable. In this way, political microtargeting may be used as a strategic choice to maximize the benefits of ads and reduce the risks of mismatching messages with receivers in ways that could backfire on the sponsor of such messages (Nai & Maier, 2020).

This study uses Facebook ad library data to learn about the strategic use of targeting smaller subsections of society. In particular, we investigate whether and how political microtargeting techniques are used to deliver campaign ads with toxic language in order to mitigate the risks that come with such a strategy. More specifically, we answer the following question:

To what extent is political microtargeting used by political advertisers to deliver toxic campaign messages?

Given that we are dealing with millions of online political advertisements, a computational approach of retrieving, wrangling, and analyzing the data is crucial to extract insights and answer our research question (Theocharis & Jungherr, 2021; van Atteveldt & Peng, 2018). We employ the Perspective API to measure toxicity in ads and validate the output with human coders (Perspective API, 2021; Wakabayashi, 2017). We further employ Mozilla DeepSpeech to transcribe the audio in ads (Hannun et al., 2014), and make
use of Google Cloud Vision API to extract texts from images using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) (Google Cloud Vision API, 2022).

**Theoretical background**

**Going Micro**

Social media platforms like Facebook afford advertisers a large audience as well as sophisticated online advertising tools. Political campaigns benefit from these affordances, both in terms of the sheer audience size that they can reach, as well as the wide range of targeting options available to them to reach out to specific groups (Dommett, 2019). These options include highly granular criteria such as locations, socio-demographic characteristics like age, gender, education levels and marital status, or even information about political preferences, as well as many other personal data and combinations thereof.

Microtargeting involves two distinct steps: first, specific target groups are defined using some input data about the desired audience. This input can be defined on the basis of targeting criteria that the platform provides, or be based on data owned by the advertisers themselves: curated lists of e-mails, telephone numbers, data scraped from public records, or purchased from commercial data brokers (Kreiss, 2016). Social media companies like Facebook then internally match this data with their user base to help create *custom or lookalike audiences* that share similar characteristics as the intended target audience (Ghosh et al., 2019). Next, targeted individuals receive customized messages that suit their personal circumstances to accomplish a political objective such as securing votes or donations from the targeted subgroup.

One of the main reasons why political parties may want to adopt microtargeting techniques when campaigning is that parties may see it as more *efficient* (Barbu, 2014; Zuiderveen Borgesius et al., 2018). With limited resources it makes sense that money is spend where it ‘matters most’, and microtargeting promises to political advertisers exactly that.

Broader audiences are likely to include people who are not susceptible to your message and spending money to show messages to these groups of people could be seen as a waste of campaign resources (Metcalf et al., 2018). In contrast, microtargeting allows advertisers to focus their attention and time on critical target audiences who can be sought out directly and more frequently if wanted. Further, advertisers may make use of microtargeting...
because it might be more effective: evidence suggests that personality or susceptibility tailored political ads are indeed effective in swaying the opinions of exposed citizens (Dobber et al., 2020; Krotzek, 2019; Lavigne, 2020; Zarouali et al., 2020).

In the context of this paper, we will use a broad definition of micro-targeting, one which focuses on its ability to target a specific limited group of people by ‘narrowcasting’ a message, in opposition to ‘broadcasting’ a message to a bigger audience size (Raynauld & Turcotte, 2018; Sobieraj & Berry, 2011).

Going Negative
A commonplace political campaign strategy in countries around the globe is the practice of ‘going negative’ (Valli & Nai, 2020), a strategy that seeks to place a political competitor or rival in a negative light in order to enhance one’s image and sway voters to one’s own side (Geer, 2006). A key benefit for campaigns to engage in this practice is the human tendency to value information accompanied with negative tone over neutral- or positively presented information, or a so-called negativity bias (Fiske, 1980; Hilbig, 2009; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). Due to this information-processing asymmetry, campaign messages that attack opponents are expected to be more effective than positive messages in swaying voters (Meffert et al., 2006). However, scholars have yet to come to an agreement about the effectiveness of negative campaigning and the evidence for it in meta-analyses remains somewhat thin (Lau & Rovner, 2009; Lau et al., 2007).

An important consideration for assessing the supposed effectiveness of negative campaigning is that it has also been found to make people feel more sympathetic towards the target of the attack and to worsen attitudes towards the attacker instead (Walter & van der Eijk, 2019). Researchers first documented this backlash effect in the 1980ies (Garramone, 1984; Hill, 1989), and a more recent meta-analysis of 40 studies examining negative advertisements identified 33 studies that confirm a backlash effect (Lau & Rovner, 2009). This effect has also been found both within the United States as well as in countries with multi-party systems (Roy & Alcantara, 2016; Walter & van der Eijk, 2019). The extend to which backlash exists is also dependent on voter (and candidate) characteristics, for example, Krupnikov and Piston, 2015 demonstrate that backlash towards African-American attack sponsors is greater among white voters.

So how do parties decide to ‘go negative’ and when? The literature on this question typically formulates a rational choice explanation making the decision to start mudslinging a careful consideration of pros and cons
(Riker, 1991; Riker et al., 1996). If the benefits outweigh the costs, negative campaigning becomes a feasible strategy (Haselmayer, 2019). Accordingly, negative campaigning is a double-edged sword with potential positive and negative effects for the campaign itself.

**Incivility and Toxicity**

While negativity in political campaigns may take many forms, in this study we focus on incivility, and more precisely on toxicity for several reasons. First, incivility and toxicity as concepts (although not the same) have received considerable attention in computational social science (Coe et al., 2014; Hopp et al., 2020; Pascual-Ferrá et al., 2021; Theocharis et al., 2020; Vargo & Hopp, 2020). As a result, acceptable and at the same time scalable instruments to measure their prevalence in large volumes of data have been established within the community. Second, is that given one of toxicity’s definitions, i.e. language that is “[…] rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable […] that is likely to make you leave a discussion”[…](Perspective API, 2021), we expect the strongest backlash if toxic ads were targeted at people who dislike this type of language, as well as the most “benefit” when toxicity is targeted at the “right” audience who are more susceptible to this kind of messaging (Nai & Maier, 2020).

It is worth discussing the nuanced differences between political incivility and toxicity. In (computational) communication literature the Perspective API, a machine learning model by Google that predicts ‘toxicity’ in text, has been used for annotations of political incivility (Hopp et al., 2020; Theocharis et al., 2020; Vargo & Hopp, 2020). However, the concept of incivility is not fully synonymous with toxicity. Definitions of incivility that focus on the language and tone rather than substance or the source of incivility has invited some debate in the literature (Muddiman, 2017; Rossini, 2020). For example Rossini, 2021 distinguishes between interpersonal-directed and elite-directed incivility and finds that the latter is positively associated with justified opinion expression, whereas the former is negatively associated with it (see also: Rossini, 2020). In this sense, incivility can also be a form of dissent that may even advocate for a pro-democratic stance (Edyvane, 2020). As such, political incivility is not just inflammatory language: it matters who uses it, citizens or political elites, and what an uncivil message argues for (Gervais, 2019). While there is considerable overlap between incivility and toxicity, the measure provided by the Perspective API focuses more on the dimension of language and tone rather than what is being argued for (or against) and the identity of the source, which are usually part of nuanced conceptual definitions for incivility (Coe et al., 2014; Muddiman, 2017; Rossini, 2020, 2021). This makes toxicity more of a sub-concept of incivility.
Negative campaigning with toxic messages is a strategy that may deliver on two particular campaign goals: the persuasion of undecided voters, and mobilization of supporters (Rohrschneider, 2002; Stuckelberger, 2019). Undecided voters may be persuaded when the opposition is successfully discredited by the negative portrayal of them while at the same time toxic ads could also galvanize the supporter base against a common threat. In accordance with negativity bias, it has been shown that messaging incivility can increase the memorability of the topics discussed (Sydnor, 2019) as well as encourage greater interest in voting and in politics in general (Herbst, 2010). It’s not unreasonable to assume that toxicity in campaigning would have similar consequences.

**Going Micro to go Negative**

Democratic theory distinguishes between political candidates on the one hand, and citizens on the other. Political candidates act with the intention to maximize the likelihood of getting elected, while citizens act to increase the likelihood that they vote for someone whose policy is best in line with their interests (Downs, 1957). A political campaign plays a crucial role, as it provides citizens with information that they can use as input for deliberation. Downs (1957) perceives the citizen as a rational actor, and this perspective has been criticized because citizens’ deliberative process is not always strictly rational (Budge & Farlie, 1977; Robertson, 1976). Emotional information, for example, can also play an important role (Susser et al., 2019).

A challenge for political campaigns has been that individual people respond differently to information. Some respond better to emotional information, others prefer rational information (see differential susceptibility to media effects model; Valkenburg and Peter, 2013). In other words, people are differentially susceptible to information, but political advertisers are challenged with finding out which citizen prefer what type of information and how to reach the particular subgroup with this kind of information. For example, communicating emotional messages to a large group of people comes with the risk of inducing a backlash in those people who do not prefer emotional information and would have preferred to receive factual information.

Political actors who want to make the decision to run ads that include toxic language are faced with a dilemma. While they want to reap the benefits of using the supposed (de-)mobilization effects of negative campaigning, they also don’t want to suffer the consequences of backlash effects. When ‘going negative’ campaigns make themselves vulnerable, especially when they use toxic language and cast a wide net by showing such ads to everyone. The
more broadly targeted a toxic campaign message is, the higher is the risk of a mismatch between voter susceptibility and the toxic campaign message. Viewed this way, placing toxic ads is a high-risk, high-reward strategy that needs careful consideration. To solve this dilemma of toxic messaging, we argue that advertisers may attempt to use one of two strategies, or both:
1. narrowly target toxic messages decrease the risk of exposure to individuals that are less likely to show backlash effects (Fowler et al., 2021);
2. outsource toxic campaign messages to third party actors who are unaffiliated with the campaign, so-called outside groups (Chand, 2017).

Advertisers seem to be well aware of the potential backlash effects and take advantage of the situation when they do not have to fear it: outside groups are more likely to use negative ads, especially when they conceal their donor information (Chand, 2017). Given this awareness, targeting could be used as an effective strategy to mitigate potential backlash effects. By using the targeting options provided by the Facebook ad manager, advertisers may focus on specific socio-demographic groups (based on gender, age, or education level) or they might make use of so-called custom audiences. The latter provides advertisers with an especially useful tool for spreading toxic campaign messages, as advertisers have access to lists of custom audiences which they can match with additional data that reveal the susceptibility to toxicity. For example, Nai and Maier, 2020 show that incivility works in particular on people high in psychopathy trades and those who are low on agreeableness and conflict avoidance. If political advertisers get a hold of voter data that contains such information (for example through third-party data brokers) they could upload that to Facebook and target these groups in particular with toxic messages. Of course, advertisers could choose to completely refrain from negativity and simply choose to target positive messages towards citizens to avoid backlash risks altogether. But given that strongly negative campaigning promise more effectiveness than positive messages in certain instances and social media companies afford them the possibility to manage the risk of mistargeting, the strategy of narrow targeting toxicity becomes more feasible for them.

At this point in time, there are limited and mixed findings in the literature about the usage of targeting to avoid potential mismatches between negative messages and the receiver. Analyzing the 2004 and 2008 U.S. presidential elections, Roberts, 2013 finds that campaign videos posted only online were more likely to include attacks than TV ads, arguing that online ads allow for more specific targeting than TV broadcasts. On the other hand, Fowler et al., 2021 analyze TV and Facebook advertisements but find the latter to
be more positive in tone. So, despite the fact that Facebook allows for more fine-grained targeting, advertisers seem to not have used this affordance to target more negative messages towards specific individuals. To explain this, Fowler et al., 2021 argue that campaigns are more likely to have lists of supporters which they use to ingest Facebook with target audiences and negative advertisements would be less likely to be targeted towards supporters. This account is more consistent with negative advertising being directed at potential supporters of the opponent in order to demobilize them (Ansolabehere et al., 1994; Krupnikov, 2011). However, it’s important to note that Fowler et al., 2021 only compare TV with Facebook ads and do not differentiate between levels of targeting, and it may still hold true that more narrowly targeted ads on Facebook are more toxic than ads targeted at a more general audience, as we have argued. Finally, López Ortega, 2021 analyze political advertisements in Austria, Italy, Germany and Sweden and find that microtargeted ads are no more likely to be negative compared to when they are less targeted. This is contrary to our expectations but more evidence in regards to this suggested relationship is needed.

Nonetheless, four reasons can be formulated that support the idea of narrowtargeting toxic campaign messages: first, through reducing the audience size, toxic messages can be targeted towards individuals who are most susceptible to them and accepting of them. Second, the outgroup-bias of a more homogeneous group can be exploited by attacking the perceived outsiders of that group (Frederic & Falomir-Pichastor, 2018). For example, male-majority groups could be targeted with anti-immigrant attitudes using specific messages that evoke a ‘hostile takeover’ and a feeling of threat by incoming immigrants. Third, an adverse demobilisation of one’s own supporters (or mobilisation for the opponent) can be caused by a failure to match toxic ads to a recipient who is susceptible to this kind of message (Hersh & Schaffner, 2013). Fourth, the chance of detection by the public at large is smaller when an ad is narrowly targeted because a smaller and more specific group of people is alerted to the existence of the ad. Negative campaigning and political incivility in general is seen as undesirable and harmful by the public so targeting toxicity towards a smaller group of people reduces the reputational problem that such a campaigning style might cause (Krupnikov, 2015; Mutz & Reeves, 2005). And in case an ad is mistargeted due to chance, a smaller range of individuals are affected for every such message, making the risk of backlash more manageable.

Even in the case of Donald Trump’s campaign style, notoriously uncivil, there is evidence that suggests his voters do negatively evaluate him for his uncivil language, although this effect does not hold with his more “die-hard
supporters” (Frimer & Skitka, 2018). This further supports the idea that more narrowly targeted audiences are likely to receive toxic campaign messages.

These considerations lead us to our first set of hypotheses, the expectation that political ads with toxic campaign messages are targeted at narrower audiences to reduce mismatch between message and receiver.

**H1a**: The more toxic the message of an ad, the more likely is it narrowly targeted.

The risk of backlash is also expected to vary across advertiser types. Parties and official campaigns who are up for election can expect a stronger backlash, because they are judged by higher standards compared to so-called “outside groups”. The term outside groups is commonly used to describe entities that spend money during electoral campaigns “independently of, and not coordinated with, candidates’ committees” (CRP, 2022; Ridout et al., 2015). This includes for example super PACs and 501(c) non-profit organizations, often nicknamed “dark money” groups, because the source of the funding is harder to track and less restrictions to spending apply. Such outside groups may have generic names that do not imply any specific affiliation with a specific candidate or ideology. For example, the “Winning Our Future” super PAC in the 2012 US election does not imply any specific affiliation but it supported Newt Gingrich as the Republican presidential candidate and heavily attacked Mitt Romney, the presidential front runner for the Republican nomination at the time (Los Angeles Times, 2012). Such outside groups are less likely to care about backlash because the source of the attack is not directly identified with the candidate standing to benefit from the attack and voters may not know who to to think less off for engaging in toxicity. However, voters may still identify them as partisan or associate them with certain candidates regardless if they conceal their affiliations. Therefore, we expect outside groups to also make use of targeting to deliver toxic messages but the suggested relationship should be less strong for them than for political campaigns because they need to do less risk management:

**H1b**: Outside groups are more likely to narrowly target toxicity but to a lesser extent compared to official political campaigns.

As previously stated, outside groups are more likely to use negative ads, especially when they conceal their donor information (Chand, 2017). While official coordination between outside groups and official campaigns is prohibited, many instances of coordination have been documented, for example, by public
watch dogs like *Coordination Watch* (Coordination Watch, 2022; Scala, 2014). Coordination between outside groups and official campaigns typically occurs because campaigns want to make use of additional funds they wouldn't legally be allowed to spend themselves. We theorize that an additional potential benefit that campaigns may derive from coordination is to outsource toxic campaigning without risking backlash. Given that outside groups are not affiliated with candidates or parties officially, they may do the “dirty work” for them by placing the most toxic campaign messages while official campaigns can run more clean and civil ads. It is also the case that no explicit coordination between outside groups and official political campaigns is necessary for this outcome to happen. There might also just be a implicit understanding that outside groups can take part in more toxic advertising whereas official campaigns need to be more careful. The following hypothesis is thus formulated:

H2: Outside groups are more likely to place toxic ads than official political campaigns.

Data

We retrieved all online advertisements of the 2020 US election that were placed on Facebook platforms (incl. Instagram) between April 3rd and November 3rd 2020 via the Facebook Ad library API (Constine, 2019). In total, we were able to collect a data set of 3.64 million ads that were placed in that time period. However, closer inspection revealed that many of the advertisers and their advertisements are not political. Unfortunately, as the Ad library does not provide any information about the advertisers themselves, this makes it difficult to narrow down the data set to a relevant political sample for analysis. In order to learn more about the sponsors of the ads, we used various data sets and merged them with the collected Facebook Ad library data:

- Federal Election Commission (FEC, 2021)
  - Committees registered with the FEC in the 2020 election cycle (18,295 committees, Super PACs, Corporations, Non-Profits etc.)
- Center for Responsive Politics (CRP, 2021b)
  - Trump Facebook Political Advertisers (181 distinct funding disclaimers)
  - Biden Facebook Political Advertisers (68 distinct funding disclaimers)
  - “Dark Money” groups (1,064 distinct groups) (CRP, 2021a)
After matching the FEC and CRP data with the Facebook Ad library data via the disclosed ‘funding entity’ disclaimers less than half (1.42m) of all ads remain. Manually checking the ads of the top 20 occurring funding entities that we were unable to match (596,899 ads or 28% of all unmatched ads), reveals that they are mostly non-political advertisers. Besides some apolitical commercial advertisers, the non-matched accounts belong to local news aggregators and polling companies recruiting participants for surveys. 257k ads just lack a funding entity entirely, but further investigating the top 20 occurring advertiser pages here (84,202 ads, or 32.73% of all ads without funding entities) reveals that they are exclusively non-political as well. It is important to note that the matching procedure with publicly available sources such as the FEC means that our sample is likely to be biased towards advertisers that are not trying to obfuscate their identity, since they are using consistent naming in both their FEC files and their Facebook disclaimers. Using the CRP data, especially the “Dark Money” groups list, should partly alleviate this problem but we cannot account for advertisers that simply use different disclaimers for their ads.

The next step is to narrow down the data set to a relevant period. In this case we chose the time period of 3 months before election day between August 3rd and November 3rd 2020 which coincides closely with the DNC (17. Aug. – 20. Aug. 2020) and RNC (24. Aug. – 27. Aug. 2020) conventions which officially named Trump and Biden as the nominees of their respective parties and marks the points where a lot of fundraising money started flowing to their campaigns. After limiting the data to just the 3 months before election day we are left with a sample of 946,820 ads. However, narrowing down the data set in this way may affect the results in itself and it is thus good to be aware of “researcher degree of freedom” (Wicherts et al., 2016). In order to address this we perform multiverse analyses which seeks to account for all alternative coding and data processing decisions that researchers could have made and checks whether results are dependent on them (Simonsohn et al., 2015; Steegen et al., 2016). In the following we briefly discuss the variables used throughout the various models that we construct for the analysis.

**Advertiser Types**
Using the FEC and CRP data, we grouped the advertisers into Political Campaigns and Outside groups as follows:
- **Political Campaigns:**
  - House, Senate, or Presidential campaigns
  - Parties: Democratic or Republican
  - Joint Fundraising Committees: Democrat and Republican state parties joint committee with presidential candidates
For the purpose of this study, we define an entity as an outside group if it runs political ads and is not officially affiliated with any party or candidate. The FEC marks advertisers as “independent-expenditure” which makes it easy for us to identify those advertisers that should be acting independently of official candidate and party campaigns. This includes for example the “America First Action” Super PAC which supported Donald Trump for president and the progressive “MOVEON.ORG POLITICAL ACTION” hybrid PAC. Further, CRP identifies “dark money” groups which were all marked as outside groups in this analysis, which includes corporations, companies and also non-profits such as the conservative “Turning Point USA” organization.

The data also includes a series of non-text ads such as videos and images, however the media itself is not provided by the Facebook Ad library API and they have to be retroactively scraped. Given that video and images are likely to include a range of information relevant for measuring the incivility of an ad, we employ various computational methods to gather as much text as possible for any given ad: 1.) for videos, we first extract the audio and then apply Mozilla DeepSpeech to transcribe the speech used in the ads (Hannun et al., 2014), 2.) for images, we use Google Cloud Vision API to apply Optical Character Recognition (OCR) (Vaithiyanathan & Muniraj, 2019). In the process of downloading and scoring the text data a small fraction of ads were lost (due to inability to download the ad media) and the final data set consists of 912,110 ads.

Unfortunately, the Facebook ad library does not provide specific information about targeting criteria. In absence of transparency of targeting criteria used by advertisers on Facebook platforms, we employed the potential reach variable provided in the ad library as a rough measure of targeting.

Targeting
According to Facebook, “[Potential Reach] estimates how many people your ad could potentially reach depending on the targeting and ad placement options you select while creating an ad” (Facebook Business Help Center, 2021). The metric is always calculated before an advertisement is placed.
and directly follows from the strategic boundaries that are formulated by the advertiser. Based on this definition, a higher potential reach means that an advertiser was trying to target a broader range of citizens, while a lower potential reach means the advertiser was engaging in narrower targeting by, for example, stacking multiple exclusive targeting criteria.³ Potential reach takes the following values, 100 – 1.000 individuals reached, 1.001 – 5.000, 5.001 – 10.000, 10.001 – 50.000, 50.001 – 100.000, 100.001 – 500.000, 500.001 – 1 million and above 1 million.

Toxicity
The toxicity in ads can be detected by using Google’s Perspective API that gives access to a machine learning model that scores “toxicity” (Hopp et al., 2020). At its heart, Perspective is a supervised machine learning algorithm that is trained on millions of annotations by tens of thousands of individuals, ranging from crowd staff to New York Times comment moderators (Wakabayashi, 2017). The Perspective API provides a measure that ranges from 0 to 1, indicating the probability of whether a given piece of text is toxic or not. In order to retrieve the toxicity scores we use the R wrapper for the API called peRspactive (Votta, 2021). For each ad, we run both the accompanying description of the ad and also the extracted text from image and video through the Perspective API. Prior research by Hopp et al., 2020 shows that the API components provide generally reliable measures of uncivil political discourse on Facebook and Twitter and Vargo and Hopp, 2020 have shown that it works well within the context of political advertisements.

Control Variables
We control the models for audience shares, i.e. the distribution of audiences who saw the ads by age, gender and state in percent. For example, an advertisement may have only be seen by men but also by both male and female audiences. This means, an ad might be targeted at people of all ages and/or all genders or they might for example be specifically targeted at younger people (and exclude middle-aged and older audiences, male or females). Further, we control for the “maximum number of reached people”, i.e. the calculated number of Facebook users an ad could have reached as indicated by the audience share metrics (see appendix for more detailed calculation). Our main dependent variable for H1 is particularly focused on the audience size, which is bound to differ systematically by the size of the campaign. Therefore ‘maximum reach’ is particularly important to include as a control variable because it allows us to compare between different campaign sizes. Advertisers may have only ever intended to target
a specific state because a candidate was only electable in that state (e.g. a Senate race) so taking into account the maximum number of people the ad could have reached controls for that fact.

We further control the models for ad run time (how long the ad ran) and unique ad runs how often the ad ran. We could expect that audience shares, ad run time, unique ad runs, as well as the timing and the money spend on the ad might be related to toxicity because toxic ads could run shorter, less often and to specific demographic groups. This relation is grounded in the idea that toxic ads come with risk for the advertiser. A longer ad run time, as well as ads that ran more often, may increase the risk of exposing the ad to more people who find the ad objectionable, for instance. We also control for the timing of the ad (how close to the election the ad ran), whether the advertiser was pro-Republican or pro-Democrat party and how much money was spend on the ad. A toxic ad that ran closer to election day might be more of a risk than one that is far out, and there might be a significant difference in both targeting and toxic messaging strategy depending on the political position of the advertiser.

A more detailed explanation of used control variables can be found in the appendix.

Analysis

Before we attempt to test the hypotheses it is worth exploring some basic descriptives of the data. Let’s first take a look at the dependent variable: Targeting. As previously stated the variable comes in 8 distinct targeting ranges that (somewhat arbitrarily) vary in range sizes (a difference of 900 for the smallest and 500k for the biggest range). Figure 1 shows that roughly a third of ads are targeted at a broad audience, albeit a majority of ads in our sample are targeted at audience sizes smaller than a million users (65.20%). The tendency to target groups smaller than a million does not differ drastically between official campaigns (which include political candidates and parties) and outside groups (64.88% vs. 66.43%). However, the comparison changes when we set different cut-off values: for example 29.34% of outside group ads are targeted at audience sizes smaller than 50k users, whereas only 18.70% of political campaign ads are targeted at an audience that small. Next, we examine our main independent variable: Toxicity. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the variable and some descriptive statistics. Outside groups have a slightly lower mean probability score of toxicity (mean = 0.17) than campaigns (mean = 0.20).
Hypothesis H1a is investigated using multilevel ordinal logistic regressions. A multilevel model is applied because advertisements are nested within advertisers and an advertiser may run thousands of ads. To account for this, we estimate a random intercept for each page that places an ad. The dependent variable is an ordinal variable of targeting, ordered in the direction of smaller audience size (i.e., first value is an audience size of +1 million and the last value is an audience size of 100 – 1,000) and toxicity as main independent variable. A null model fitted to the data suggests that 48.4% of the variance of targeting are found on the page-level, well justifying the use of a multilevel infrastructure (ICC = 0.484). Model 1 includes all control variables, Model 2 adds variables of interest, i.e., toxicity and advertiser type (Political campaign vs. outside groups) and Model 3 adds an interaction between the two. The results are

---

### Figure 1. Targeting - Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeting Ranges</th>
<th>Official Campaigns</th>
<th>Outside Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 − 1,000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>48.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,001 − 5,000</td>
<td>54.11</td>
<td>32.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,001 − 10,000</td>
<td>20.14</td>
<td>19.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,001 − 50,000</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,001 − 100,000</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,001 − 500,000</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,001 − 1 million</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1 million</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 2. Ad Toxicity - Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad Toxicity (Probability)</th>
<th>Official Campaigns</th>
<th>Outside Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Analysis: H1

Hypothesis H1a is investigated using multilevel ordinal logistic regressions. A multilevel model is applied because advertisements are nested within advertisers and an advertiser may run thousands of ads. To account for this, we estimate a random intercept for each page that places an ad. The dependent variable is an ordinal variable of targeting, ordered in the direction of smaller audience size (i.e., first value is an audience size of +1 million and the last value is an audience size of 100 – 1,000) and toxicity as main independent variable. A null model fitted to the data suggests that 48.4% of the variance of targeting are found on the page-level, well justifying the use of a multilevel infrastructure (ICC = 0.484). Model 1 includes all control variables, Model 2 adds variables of interest, i.e., toxicity and advertiser type (Political campaign vs. outside groups) and Model 3 adds an interaction between the two. The results are
shown in Table 1. First, we compare whether adding our main variables of interest significantly increases model fit by comparing Model 1 and Model 2: a statistically significant likelihood ratio test between Model 1 and 2 reveals that Model 2 has a better fit than Model 1 ($\chi^2(21) = 117.54, p < 0.001$). In Model 2 we can observe that there is no statistically significant relationship between

### Table 1. Odds Ratios for Model 1 – 3 DV: Targeting (ordinal)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political Affiliation (ref. Pro-Rep)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.72** (0.08)</td>
<td>0.72** (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group: 13-34 (ref. all ages)</td>
<td>0.81*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.82*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.82*** (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group: 44-54</td>
<td>0.67*** (0.04)</td>
<td>0.67*** (0.04)</td>
<td>0.67*** (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group: 55+</td>
<td>0.97 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group: Other</td>
<td>0.78*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.78*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.78*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: male (ref. male and female)</td>
<td>0.88*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.88*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.88*** (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: female</td>
<td>0.69*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.70*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.70*** (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Max Reached</td>
<td>0.70*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.70*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.70*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Ad runs</td>
<td>0.89*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.89*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.89*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Ad run time</td>
<td>1.07*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.07*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.07*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Closeness to Election</td>
<td>1.17*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.17*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.17*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Spending (lower bound)</td>
<td>0.96*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.96*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.96*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxicity</td>
<td>1.05 (0.03)</td>
<td>1.22*** (0.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertiser Type: Outside groups (ref. Pol. Camp.)</td>
<td>0.27*** (0.03)</td>
<td>0.29*** (0.03)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxicity × Advertiser Type: Outside groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.60*** (0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AIC $-239900.61$ $-239843.84$ $-239839.10$

Log Likelihood $-239880.61$ $-239821.84$ $-239816.10$

Deviance 479761.22 479643.68 479632.21

Num. obs. 912110 912110 912110

Num. groups: Advertiser (pages) 1663 1663 1663

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05. Coefficients are odds ratios.
toxicity and the narrow targeting of an ad (Model 2: OR=1.05, 95% CI [1.00, 1.11]), which is not in line with our expectations in H1a that suggested ads with higher toxicity to have smaller audience sizes.

To test the moderator hypothesis H1b, we estimate an interaction between toxicity and advertiser type in Model 3. A statistically significant likelihood ratio test between Model 3 and 2 reveals that Model 3 has a better fit than Model 2 ($\chi^2(22) = 11.47, p<0.001$). While we do not observe a statistically significant association between toxicity and targeting in Model 2, it is possible that a cross-interaction masks this relationship. Model 3 (Table 1) indeed finds such a cross-interaction: the toxicity coefficient turns positive and statistically significant (Model 3: OR=1.22, 95% CI [1.14, 1.30]) when including the interaction. The interaction between advertiser type and toxicity is also statistically significant (Model 3: OR=0.60, 95% CI [0.53, 0.67]) which, given an odds ratio coefficient of below 1, suggests that outside groups are less likely to narrowly target their toxicity than official political campaigns, in line with expectations in H1b.

Figure 3 zooms in on the significant interaction in Model 3 between the advertiser type (Political Campaigns and Outside groups) and toxicity and further illuminates the missing statistical significance for toxicity alone in Model 2. Figure 3 shows the toxicity on the x-axis and predicted probabilities for each targeting range on the y-axis. It is divided in 8 panels, each for one of the 8 audience sizes of the targeting variable. Further, advertisements coming from an official campaign are shown with solid lines and those from outside groups are dotted.

Focusing on the upper right panel of Figure 3, we observe that the probability for an ad to be broadly targeted (an audience size of +1 million) increases with higher levels of toxicity for outside groups, whereas it decreases for official campaigns. As we go further along the panels from left to right and from top to bottom, i.e. to smaller audience sizes, we can observe that official campaigns and outside groups switch places. For example, for very small audience sizes (1000 to 5000 and 100 to 1000), we observe that the probability for official campaign ads to be targeted to such small audiences increases with higher toxicity, whereas it slightly decreases for outside groups. This is close to what we expected but differs from our expectations in a key aspect. We hypothesized that both outside groups and official campaigns target their more toxic ads to smaller audiences, however, the results suggest outside groups are more likely to target greater audience sizes with toxicity (top-left panel).

It is worth investigating how this relationship differs depending on different time cut-off points relative to the election. The left panel of Figure A1...
(in the Appendix) shows that adding the advertiser type (official political campaigns vs. outside groups) interaction with toxicity only makes a difference 4 months before election day. When including data for 5 months before the election and later, toxicity is more likely to be directed at bigger audience sizes.

Accordingly, we can say that H1a only holds when we consider the source of the advertiser type and advertisements at maximum 4 months before the
election, whereas we find the opposite of what we expected when considering advertisements that were placed 5 months before the election and later. Nonetheless, the right panel of Figure A1 shows consistently that outside groups are more likely to target toxicity at greater audience sizes compared to official political campaigns, whether we consider advertisements 7 months out or just 1 month before the election. To recall, H1b expected that the relationship proposed in H1a (toxic messages being more narrowly targeted) is smaller for outside groups than for official political campaigns, yet we find that as the toxicity of an ad increases it is more likely to be targeted at broad audiences. This leads us to conclude that there is only mixed evidence for H1b.

**Analysis: H2**

Next, we investigate hypothesis H2 which expects that outside groups are more likely to be toxic than political campaigns. We test this hypothesis by using multilevel linear regression with toxicity as dependent variable and the advertiser type (political campaigns vs. outside groups) as main independent variable. As before, we estimate a random intercept for each page that placed an advertisement. A null model fitted to the data suggests that 28.3% of the variance of toxicity are found on the page-level, well justifying the use of a multilevel infrastructure (ICC = 0.283). The following two multilevel models are estimated: Model 4 includes various control variables that were introduce before and Model 5 introduces the main independent variable advertiser type (reference category: official political campaigns). The results in Table 2 show that ads placed by outside groups are more likely to be toxic compared to official political campaigns (beta = 0.01, p<0.001; std. beta = 0.11, 95% CI [0.05, 0.17]), which supports our expectations in H2. A significant likelihood ratio test between Model 4 and 5 reveals that Model 5 has a better fit than Model 4 ($\chi^2(1) = 11.877$, p<0.001). Finally, testing for different time cut-off points (Figure A5 in appendix) reveals that this result is robust to any specification regardless of whether we cut-off the data any other month before the election. The estimated effects in Model 4 and 5, as well as the robustness test, all find support for hypothesis H2: outside groups are more likely to place toxic ads than official political campaigns.

**Conclusions**

Our exploratory study of how toxicity is targeted during the 2020 US election has revealed several noteworthy findings. First, we argued that political advertisers want to make use of toxicity in campaigning
because of so-called negativity bias, the human tendency to assign more value to negative-valenced information over neutral- or positive-valenced information (Fiske, 1980; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). Incivility in particular has been shown to increase the memorability of the topics discussed (Sydnor, 2019) as well as encourage greater interest in voting and in politics in general (Herbst, 2010). However, some people strongly dislike toxic language and may punish the sponsor rather than lower the opinion
of the attack target in what is known as backlash effect (Garramone, 1984; Hill, 1989; Lau & Rovner, 2009). To resolve this issue we expected that toxic messages would be more likely to be targeted at narrower audiences to avoid potential mismatches between message and receiver and the backlash that can arise from that. When testing this hypothesis (H1a) we find mixed evidence in support for this idea. We find that this relationship is only found when we consider the sponsor (official political campaigns vs. outside groups) and the timing of the ad. The suggested relationship only holds for advertisements that are placed no later than 4 months before the election, whereas when considering advertisements placed 5 months and later we observe the opposite relationship from what we expected.

Further, in H1b we hypothesized that both official campaigns and outside groups would try to target smaller audience sizes with toxic messaging. However, outside groups were expected to target toxicity to smaller groups to a lesser extent because they need to manage the backlash risk of mismatching toxic messages less than official campaigns. The results suggest something similar but are not completely in line with expectations: we find that only toxic ads sponsored by official political campaigns are more likely to be narrowly targeted, whereas outside groups are more likely to target toxicity broadly. Nonetheless, we find that regardless of which timeframe we consider for our analysis, more toxic advertisements by outside groups are always more likely to be targeted at broader audiences than official campaigns. This leads us to conclude that there is only mixed evidence for H1b.

Finally, we expected that outside groups are more likely to be sending toxic messages than official political campaigns as the latter may try to outsource the risk of placing toxic ads to outside groups (H2). This is supported by the evidence and is in line with previous scholarship on negative campaigning and divisive ads on Facebook (Chand, 2017; Kim et al., 2018).

Let us recall the main research question asked in the beginning of this paper:

To what extent is political microtargeting used by political advertisers to deliver toxic campaign messages?

Based on the sampled data we can conclude that political microtargeting, in the form of narrowly targeting smaller audiences, was used to deliver toxic messages during the 2020 US election on Facebook and Instagram. Our
analysis however, suggests that toxicity only leads to “narrowly” targeted campaign messages under certain circumstances and there is also some evidence that toxicity was in fact more broadly targeted when it comes to dates further away from election day. Nonetheless, it is important to note that a substantial share of ads was indeed targeted at small audiences. So if the toxicity of a message does not always explain well whether it was narrowly targeted or not, it is worth thinking about what other factors might influence the decision to “go micro”. Rather than the tone of the message, another interesting factor could be to investigate the substance and the issues discussed in the advertisements.

Future research could look into whether specific topics are more likely to be targeted at niche audiences that care more about the content of the ads or whether microtargeting leads to a diversification of topics (López Ortega, 2021).

Limitations
In our study, we defined microtargeting as “narrowtargeting” and measured this concept based on the intended audience size, using Facebook’s potential reach measure. However, microtargeting goes far beyond just targeting a smaller audience: the practice of microtargeting refers to targeting a specific audience based on socio-demographics and other key factors about (inferred) identity of an user. Focusing on narrowcasting and potential reach can be justified in the context of this paper because “broadcasting” a message has a higher potential for mismatching and that is at the core of the paper’s theoretical argument. It is further the only proxy available to the researchers due to the lack of ad transparency in the Facebook ad library. However, a better measure for microtargeting would include the actual targeting criteria that advertisers select and whether custom or lookalike audiences are used, so that researchers can better assess the intended audiences. To our knowledge, only two social media platforms provide ad libraries that contain this kind of information: Snapchat and Google. Snapchat however represents a much smaller platform whereas Google affords advertisers with much more limited targeting options relative to Facebook. We endorse guidelines by ad transparency activist groups like Who Targets Me to ensure data quality and cross-platform comparability so that researchers and the public can better understand how political advertisers try to target voters during elections (Who Targets Me, 2020, 2021).

Another limitation of this research is that we are only looking at one event: the US 2020 election. Given a raging pandemic and an, arguably, extremely uncivil sitting president, the 2020 election could be considered
an outlier event and the patterns found in this election may not necessarily replicate across other elections within the US or elsewhere in the world. Future research could expand the research design here to study other countries and elections across the world. In particular, researchers have noted that political microtargeting, while originating in the United States (Kreiss, 2016), has now increasingly received more attention in European countries (Anstead, 2017; Dobber et al., 2019; Dobber et al., 2017; Kruschinski & Haller, 2017). The theoretical argument made in this paper should apply more strongly in societies where negative campaigning might be rarer than in the US context and citizens less exposed to its effects. This could mean that they are more likely to punish politicians engaging in it, implying that the proposed risk management strategy of targeting specific audiences becomes even more important in countries with lower levels of political incivility. However, one initial study on microtargeting negative messages in some European countries find no such relationship (López Ortega, 2021). More research is needed to see whether these results hold for other countries and elections.

Further, this study focused on outside groups in comparison to official political campaigns in particular. There are however many different types of outside groups (e.g. super PACs, non-profits etc.), yet the nuance between these organizations was out of the scope for this paper. Nonetheless, we encourage future research to investigate the use of microtargeting by different kinds of political advertisers and whether they make use of it for targeting negative, uncivil or toxic campaign messages differently.

Implications
Notwithstanding its limitations, this study contributes to the literature in two ways: first, it makes a theoretical contribution as it is adding to the small but emerging literature which theorizes about how inflammatory messages could be microtargeted via the sophisticated ad delivery systems afforded by social media platforms, in this case: Facebook and Instagram. We drew on democratic theory to argue that some citizens prefer different kinds of information, be it factual or loaded with emotion (Budge & Farlie, 1977; Robertson, 1976; Susser et al., 2019). Throughout this paper, we argued that political advertisers need to do risk management when they want to reach citizens with toxic messages, because some people are less persuadable by such messages in accordance with negativity bias, and more importantly, likely to punish the advertiser if they dislike this kind of campaign style.

Second, our results connect to the existing but scarce literature that empirically investigates how negative campaign messages are delivered
to users in environments that allow for very specific targeting: Fowler et al., 2021 show that ads placed by the same campaign are more positive on Facebook, where more narrowcasting is possible, than they are on TV, where broadcasting is the default. Despite the fact that Facebook would allow political advertisers to avoid backlash by targeting negative messages to specific voter groups, they do not seem to always make use of this affordance. In particular, it is worth nothing that toxicity seems to be more broadly targeted for ads that are placed 5 months before the election and later, and the closer we get to election day, the higher are levels of toxicity and the more likely they are to be narrowly targeted. Scholars of negative campaigning have documented that attack ads become more prevalent closer to election day because candidates first need to establish what they stand for before they attack the other side (Damore, 2002). However, given that a significant share of people make up their minds in the final weeks of the campaign, 15% in the 2020 US election (Pew Research Center, 2020), the risk that your toxic campaign messages backfire is increased since these voters could potentially swing either way. This might explain why we only find relationships in the expected direction for dates closer to election day.

Further, we find some support that political campaigns outsource their toxicity to outside groups, as they are more likely to place uncivil ads than political campaigns. Kim et al., 2018 in particular have found evidence of outside groups engaging in divisive and inflammatory messaging via the Facebook ad delivery system during the 2016 US election. Our findings suggest that the issue of outside groups placing divisive ads has at least remained a factor in the 2020 US elections.

In this study, we proposed that microtargeting is a strategic choice that advertisers can make in order to reduce potential backlash effects. However, political campaign staff are not masterminds who can perfectly steer the right messages to the right people, even if they have access to a vast quantity of data and the sophisticated targeting choices of social media platforms under their finger tips. In fact, the entity primarily responsible for who sees which Facebook ad is not the advertiser themselves but the Facebook ad delivery algorithm which learns over time what kind of individuals are more likely to fulfill the ad goal, whether it would be making a donation, solicit voter information or signing up to volunteer. Thus, negative campaign messages may be delivered to people more susceptible to them not because that is what advertisers intentionally made happen. Rather, a fair share of the decision comes from the Facebook ad delivery algorithm which learns over time that these kind of ads attract a specific kind of audience and it automatically optimizes for that. This microtargeting without microtargeter
or “automated microtargeting” is a phenomenon that is supported by studies that find the Facebook ad delivery algorithm is steering ads towards people that may find the ads more “relevant”, as Facebook puts it (Ali et al., 2019; Ali et al., 2021). Future studies could build on these designs and try to disentangle whether ads reach their targets primarily due to human targeting choices or whether it is the algorithm that optimizes for specific goals, as likely both are involved.

To conclude, the topic of how negative campaign messages may reach voters with the help of microtargeting remains understudied. With this study we only scratched the surface of potential research. Future research could build upon our approach to study the interplay between targeting and negativity in different elections and contexts.

Notes

1. It is worth mentioning though that the mere existence of online ad libraries may have an effect on the strategic behaviour by campaigns because ads can now be checked retrospectively by researchers and the public. Still, platform ad libraries have their limitations and are known to miss an unknown proportion of political ads.

2. Note: potential reach was renamed by Meta to “Estimated Audience Size” in late 2021

3. It is possible of course that an ad could have relatively high potential reach but still be targeted at a very specific (social) group. An ad might for example be targeted at low-income rural people in every swing-state, which would be a big group of people but could be considered microtargeting. However, a very low potential reach would in fact imply that only a very narrow group of people was targeted whereas a very high potential reach implies a broad unfocused audience. In addition, potential reach is the only measurement in the ad library that could be considered a proxy for targeting and while it has flaws it also has utility because it is directly tied to targeting criteria.
Appendix

Figure A1
Odds ratios of Toxicity in Model 2 and Model 3: different time cut-offs

Odds ratios (and 95% confidence intervals) for Model 2 and 3 specifications varying by different time cut-off points. In the left panel, we observe that toxicity in advertisements 4 months before the election are likely to be directed at smaller groups, but only if we estimate an interaction with outside groups. In the right panel which shows an interaction between advertiser type (official political campaigns vs. outside groups) we observe consistently that outside groups are more likely to target greater audience sizes with toxicity compared to official political campaigns, whether we consider advertisements 7 months out or just 1 month before the election.
sentimentr provides a so-called augmented dictionary which does not only match positive and negative words to assess sentiments but also integrates weighting for valence shifters, negators and amplifiers/deamplifiers, which are used to reverse, raise, and diminish the influence of a polarized word, respectively. See https://github.com/trinker/sentimentr for more description of sentiment analysis tool.
Figure A3
*Mentioned Opponent and Toxicity*

Mentioned Opponents for pro-Democrat advertisers: trump, mike pence, republican(s), conservative(s). Mentioned Opponents for pro-Republican advertisers: biden, kamala harris, democrat(s), liberal(s).
### Table A1

**Toxicity Scores: Examples**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad ID</th>
<th>Page Name</th>
<th>TOXICITY</th>
<th>Toxicity &gt; 0.5</th>
<th>Political Affiliation</th>
<th>(Extracted) Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000351430440885</td>
<td>Joe Biden</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pro-Dem</td>
<td>Biden for President United, we win Team Biden-Harris will bring America together. BIDEN HARRIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320690692468493</td>
<td>Omar Navarro</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pro-Rep</td>
<td>Beverly Hills Trump Rally with ANTIFA &amp; BLM Protesting. Make sure you support my podcast <a href="https://www.gofundme.com/f/realomarnavarroPlease">https://www.gofundme.com/f/realomarnavarroPlease</a> Follow &amp; like my Facebook.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142427278777380</td>
<td>Joe Biden</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pro-Dem</td>
<td>Biden for President A clean energy revolution If we can harness all of America’s energy and talents, we can turn the threat of climate change into an opportunity. Joe Biden will lead us. CLEAN ENERGY TO FUEL OUR ECONOMY BIDEN HARRIS PAID for by BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358329452153744</td>
<td>Joe Biden</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pro-Dem</td>
<td>We are the United States of America. There is not a single thing we cannot do. Are you with us? Join our campaign to elect Joe Biden today! BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT In 1994, Joe Biden secured the enactment of the Violence Against Women Act, which he authored. In the White House, he’ll make sure it’s reauthorized—and strengthened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>383277506188111</td>
<td>Donald J. Trump</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pro-Rep</td>
<td>VOTE VOTE TODAY! President Trump needs your vote. VOTE TODAY! LET’S GO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad ID</td>
<td>Page Name</td>
<td>TOXICITY</td>
<td>Toxicity &gt; 0.5</td>
<td>Political Affiliation</td>
<td>(Extracted) Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 29174668466715 | Joe Biden | 0.59     | Yes            | Pro-Dem              | Donate at JoeBiden.com/victory. Stop Trump’s Lies [Donate]
The FINAL presidential debate before the election is this week and we already know Trump is going to spend his time lying to the American people. He’ll dodge any question about his plans to address rising COVID-19 cases, unemployment, and relief for American families. Why? Because he has no plan. Don’t let him fool you with his lies – not during this debate or for the next 4 years. Put an end to the lies by chipping in whatever you can to defeat Trump and elect me, Kamala, and Democrats nationwide.  |
<p>| 680315525903929 | Tony Gonzales | 0.78     | Yes            | Pro-Rep              | During her last failed bid for Congress, Gina Jones publicly called for a debate — but when her challenge was accepted, she made excuse after excuse. The liberal media won’t admit it, but Gina Jones is a hypocrite — plain and simple. TX23 deserves a leader with integrity, not another crooked radical with a personal agenda. #TeamTony #TX23 #WhereIsGina WhereIsGina.com GINA JONES SAYS DEBATE DODGING IS “NOTHING SHORT OF SHAMEFUL” NO ONE LIKES A HYPOCRITE  |
| 688399545087658 | Donald J. Trump | 0.80     | Yes            | Pro-Rep              | Donate NOW BLATANT CORRUPTION The Democrats are the biggest hypocrites in the world. Crazy Nancy Pelosi is getting decimated for having a beauty parlor open in San Francisco when all others are forced to be closed. And to make it worse, she was caught on camera WITHOUT a face covering. Ridiculous! President Trump is calling on YOU to FIGHT BACK! We’re giving him a list of supporters who step up in the NEXT HOUR to DEFEND their President and their Country. Please contribute ANY AMOUNT in the NEXT HOUR to fight for your Country and get on the list we give President Trump! Nancy Pelosi is Two-Faced DONATE NOW PAID FOR BY TRUMP MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN COMMITTEE. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad ID</th>
<th>Page Name</th>
<th>TOXICITY</th>
<th>Toxicity &gt; 0.5</th>
<th>Political Affiliation</th>
<th>(Extracted) Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256141942312712</td>
<td>Massachusetts Republican Party</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pro-Rep</td>
<td>The Radical Democrats support killing babies born alive during an abortion. We need to defeat the ROE Act and the Radical Democrats. <strong>THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY SUPPORTS KILLING BABIES BORN ALIVE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1046959635747679</td>
<td>RootsAction</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pro-Dem</td>
<td>Like Bernie says - Donald Trump is an idiot. He doesn’t believe in climate change. He doesn’t believe in anything that progressives fight for. Let’s #VoteTrumpOut and get a worthwhile opponent in the White House. <strong>“DONALD TRUMP BELIEVES CLIMATE CHANGE IS A HOAX. DONALD TRUMP IS AN IDIOT” -BERNIE SANDERS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A4
Specification Curve of Model 2 and 3; DV: Targeting (ordinal)

DV: Targeting (ordinal); IV: Toxicity

Odds Ratios
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Universe #
Simonsohn et al., 2015 propose visualizing results from the multiverse as a specification curve, which consists of two panels. The top panel shows the effect size (odds ratios for ordinal logistic regressions) for each universe (or specification). The bottom panel shows which specification of the parameters results in that result.
Figure A5
Specification Curve of Model 5; IV: Advertiser Type (Outside groups); DV Toxicity

The graph shows the effect size (standardized b-coefficients for linear regressions) for each time cut-off.
Figure A6

Estimated Facebook and Instagram users 13 years and older

Population estimates are from census.gov combined with ANES data for Facebook/Instagram use. Dashed line represents 1m estimated users.
Control variables

The following control variables are used in the various models presented here.

Political Affiliation (Pro-Democrat / Pro-Republican)

This variable is based on the meta-data matched from the FEC and CRP data. For the purposes of this investigation, we group the Biden campaign, Democrat politicians and (state) parties, pro-Democrat entities and committees as “Pro-Democrat”. Similarly, funding entities that support Trump for president (incl. the Trump campaign itself), Republican politicians and (local) parties as well as pro-Republican entities and committees as “Pro-Republican”.

Age Audience

While the Facebook Ad library does not provide info on who was targeted with an ad, they do provide audience shares for sub-regions (in the US case: states), age and gender. This variable represents the share of the audience that saw the ad in percent. If an ad was not seen by a particular audience at all, that audience group will not be listed for that ad. This way, we can create a categorical variable based on the audience groups that saw the ad. For Age Audience, we create 5 separate groups:
- All Ages (reference group): 13-65+
- Younger Audience: 13-34
- Middle-Aged Audience: 35-54
- Older Audience: 55+
- Other: All other combinations (e.g. younger and older audiences together)

Gender Audience

This is similar to Age Audience, only that it is a categorical variable showing whether an ad was seen by men, women or both.
- Female (reference group)
- Male & Female
- Male

Unique Ad runs

This variable measures the number of times that an unique ad ran. An ad is considered unique when it shares the same text (which includes text
extracted from images and videos) and was run by the same advertiser. The idea is to control for the fact that ads run more often given that the same ad may run at different points of time. Take for example these two ads by the Facebook page “Donald J. Trump”

1. https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&q=2671672779766119&sort_data%5bdirection%5d=desc&sort_data%5bmode%5d=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=keyword_unordered&media_type=all
2. https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&q=592114724810931&sort_data%5bdirection%5d=desc&sort_data%5bmode%5d=relevancy_monthly_grouped&search_type=keyword_unordered&media_type=all

Both ads are identical and run by the same page, but ran twice several days apart. We count each time this unique ad ran as one “unique ad run”.

**Ad run time**

This variable is similar but it measures the number of days that an unique ad ran. So if an ad ran from August 1st to August 3rd 2020 and then again from September 1st to September 3rd 2020 it ran for a total of 6 days.

**Closeness to Election**

This variable measures closeness to the election (in days). The greater the number, the closer is election day (November 3rd 2020).

**Spending**

How much money was spent on an ad. As with potential reach, Facebook provides the spending measure in lower and upper bounds. However, it is interesting to note that the Facebook Ad Library API documentation differs from what was actually found in the data: the documentation states that the measures comes in 10 ranges of dollars spent “<100, 100-499, 500-999, 1K-5K, 5K-10K, 10K- 50K, 50K-100K, 100K-200K, 200K-500K, >1M”, which is contradicted by the data that we were able to retrieve from the API, which shows that the values of spending are in fact more granular, even if still within a discrete set of values (45 distinct ranges as opposed to the 10 ranges specified in the documentation). The measure here represents the lower boundary because the upper boundary has an open category. For the lowest
lower boundary ($0) we set the minimum amount of dollars spent per ad to $1 since we can reasonably assume placing ads always infers a minimum cost.

**Maximum users reached**

Maximum number of reached Facebook and Instagram users inferred from the latest round of the American National Election Survey (ANES, 2021) as well as 2019 age and gender population estimates per state taken from the US Census Bureau (US Census Bureau, 2020). Using ANES, we calculate the percentage of Facebook users for each age and gender group.4 With the help of this metric we can then calculate the actual number of users using population estimates by the US Census Bureau whereby we assume that age and gender Facebook uptake does not significantly differ between US states.5 Next, we make use of the aforementioned **audience share** variables: for each ad we have a string of age and gender groups that saw the ad in addition to in which state(s) the ad was shown. We combine this information with the Facebook user estimates by age and gender and per US state. So for example, if an ad was only seen by women of all age groups in Alabama and North Carolina, then we would add up the number of all female Facebook users of all age groups in Alabama and North Carolina and conclude that this is the maximum number of users that the ad could have reached.

We control for maximum users reached because in our data we have campaigns that may target different geographical regions systematically: for example, a page may only target a specific state and given that our main DV for H1 (potential reach) has fixed levels of potentially reached people, the comparison of Page A targeting 500,000 people in every state of the country vs. Page B targeting 500,000 people because they target a specific state or region might be flawed. To account for that, we set the potential reach measure in relation to the maximum number of people the ad could have reached by using it as a control variable.

**Codebook Political Incivility**

This codebook is adapted from (Vargo & Hopp, 2020) who used this for manually annotating ads for incivility from the Russian-linked disinformation campaign.

Code attributes as “1” if present, “0” if absent. Follow the following definitions:

*Identity-Based Negative Language.* This category deals with attacks that either uses identity features (e.g., race, sexual orientation, gender,
immigration status) in a negative manner or attempts to negatively situate two or more identity groups. Positive mentions of identity are not considered identity-based negative (e.g., celebrating Gay Pride).

**Inflammatory Language.** This category speaks to attack that use of unnecessarily negative emotional language that urges audiences to be upset and/or to take action regarding a political or social issue (in reference to a political opponent).

**Obscene Language.** If an attack contains any vulgar language, including any known “swear” words, no matter how mild, including “hell” or “damn,” this attribute is present.

Even quoted language should be considered. Identity labels used in positive ways (e.g., gay, or Muslim) are not obscene. Attempts to censor swear words (e.g., bullsh*t) are still obscenity.

**Threatening Language.** If a potential threat is exposed to the audience, then this attribute is present. For instance, warnings of police violence, warnings of death because of mismanagement of COVID-19 pandemic, or warnings of the risks associated with illegal immigration are all examples of threats to the audience. Frequently, these threats will be suggested or implied, not directly posed to the audience.

If any of the four sub forms of incivility is present we consider an ad to be uncivil.

**Validity checks**
It is worth checking how the Perspective API performs in detecting incivility in our sample of ads. Table A1 in the appendix lists ten randomly chosen ads and reveals decent face validity of the measure: ads that score higher in toxicity (i.e. are closer to 1) include accusations of political opponents being liars, hypocrites, idiots, corrupt and even accuses them of “baby-killing” when referring to abortion. Further, Figure A2 reveals that toxicity is associated with negative sentiment, and Figure A3 shows that toxic ads are more likely to include mentions of opponents compared to non-toxic ads (both figures are found in appendix). We also performed manual coding in which two researchers coded a sample of 120 ads for civil and uncivil ads (see codebook in appendix). Pairwise agreement between coders and binary toxicity predicted from the Perspective API was 82.5% and 81.7% for coder 1 and 2, respectively. An intercoder-reliability of Krippendorff’s Alpha between all three codings shows a value of 0.704, above the minimum acceptable limit of 0.66 but below the optimal standard of above 0.8. Nonetheless, for our intents we can conclude that the Perspective API gives acceptable measures of incivility in political advertisements.
Correlations & Multicollinearity checks

Table A2
*VIF values for Model 2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>SE Factor</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toxicity</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Affiliation</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertiser Type: Outside groups</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Closeness to Election</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Spending (lower bound)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Ad runs</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Ad run time</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Max Reached</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*VIF (variance inflation factor) values for all variables are well below problematic ranges of > 5.*

*VIF values for all variables are well below problematic ranges of > 5.*
**Figure A7**

*Correlation between study variables*

![Correlation Matrix](image_url)
Table A3

**VIF values for Model 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>SE Factor</th>
<th>Factor Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political Affiliation</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertiser Type: Outside groups</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Closeness to Election</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Spending (lower bound)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Ad runs</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Ad run time</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log. Max Reached</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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